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Equipment outside
of insulated area
results in heat loss

Arctic Spas
Heatlock™
Insulation

Due to Arctic Spas

Equipment inside insulated area
captures ambient heat

recovering waste heat

Now the same concept applies to your Spa.

from the spa’s pumps and

The theory of insulation works the same for houses as it does for spas. House A illustrates the proper
method for maximum efficiency and prevented heat loss. Common sense tells us that spas should be built
the same way BUT, the fact is, most spas are insulated like house B. The majority of the insulation is in
the basement, and the hot water heater and furnace equipment is outside of the insulated area. Incidental
heat from the heater and pumps escapes outside to the environment resulting in higher energy costs.

heater, your monthly bill

Thick cover prevents
heat loss from
water surface.

Ambient heat from pump
penetrates spa shell and
heats water. In Winter, this heat
returns to the pump area in the
event of a power loss. Amazingly,
in tests, the pumps did not freeze for
7 days at 30 below F.
Foam

Spa A

Spa B

Thin cover is inefficient
letting heat pass through

Heat cannot penetrate foam
under spa cabinet and it has
nowhere else to go but into
the atmosphere - this
effectively wastes your $$.

Foam
insulation
stops heat
from
escaping

Foam filled
cabinet

Full foam cabinet does not
allow heat from motors
to get through to help
heat the spa water
and makes spa repairs
extremely difficult
and expensive.

Some manufacturers place their
equipment under a step - this is
possibly the worst method of
retaining pump heat. The heat
escapes from every side of the step,
and in Winter, the cold penetrates
the enclosure very quickly. This leaves
the equipment vulnerable to
freezing very quickly
if the power ever fails.

Foam

Insulated solid floor
keeps heat in and
water out.

Thin floor or no floor
allows water and
rodent access.
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is significantly reduced
compared to other
methods of insulation
used by other spa
manufacturers. Typically
you will see savings of
between 25 to 40%!*
*figures compiled from an
independent cold weather study by
Loveland Municipal Utilities,
Denver, Colorado, USA

